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Editorial 
 
We are pleased to present the 2nd issue of The Journal of Mesopotamian Studies which 
is published within the body of Mardin Artuklu University, The Institute of Living 
Languages in Turkey. It is also pleasing to continue academic studies in the field of 
language and culture in the setting of today's extraordinary situations and to bring 
these studies together in a multilingual peer-reviewed academic journal. 
The first issue of our journal was so welcomed with great interest which make us 
proud. We hope that this issue will be equally appealed by academia, researchers, and 
readers alike who are interested in Kurdish Studies, Syriac Studies and Arabic 
Language and Culture. 
Kurdish Language and Culture, Arabic Language and Culture and Assyrian Language 
and Culture branches are included within the body of our Institute. Our greatest effort 
and hope are to be able to show and see this diversity on the pages of our journal. 
Undoubtedly, this situation is directly related to the number of articles from different 
languages and dialects. In this regard, both the newness of the institute and 
departments as well as scarcity of academic journals published in these languages and 
also the relatively newness and insufficiency of academic articles in these languages in 
comparison with Turkish are the main problems.  
On the other hand, sending articles to an academic journal seems to depend on many 
variables. Whether it is included in the scorecard for associate professorship, whether 
it is scanned by the indexes or by which indexes it is scanned, whether it is included in 
the academic encouragement or not directly influences the choice of the researchers to 
send their works. This situation poses a serious problem for academic journals 
accepting articles in languages such as Kurdish, Syriac and Arabic, which have just 
started in the publication life. 
In spite of all these negativities, the first issue of our journal was welcomed with great 
interest.  We are pleased to see similar interest in article submission as well. As it was 
in the first issue, in this issue the majority of the articles are also written in Kurmanji 
dialect of Kurdish. We hope to see studies written both in other dialects of Kurdish and 
also in Arabic and Syriac. 
In this issue of our journal, which includes a majority of articles on Kurdish folklore 
studies, there are ten articles, one translation and two book reviews. Two of the articles 
are in Turkish, seven are in Kurmanji dialect of Kurdish and one is in Arabic.  
Necat     Folklora  

 (General Problems of Kurdish Folklore Studies and Some Suggestions) deals 
with the general problems of Kurdish Folklore studies and suggests solutions to these 
problems. 
Ramazan Celadet  Bedir-  ya 
(Zaravenasiya) Folklora  (Celadet Ali Bedir-Khan: The Founder of Kurdish 
Terminology of Folklore) deals with Celadet Ali Bedir-
Folklore who is the founder of modern Latin Kurdish alphabet and Kurdish Grammar.  
Avdo led    (Folklore and 
Producing Written Culture) deals with the relation of Folklore and Written Culture. 
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The researcher who handles the role of folklore in creating written culture, discusses 
that Kurdish Folklore studies might be important in forming a written culture among 
Kurds.  

    Mihemed de (Main 

Mihemed is the main character in terms of motifs. 
 Filiz in his work entitled Xwendineke  ya Problema 

  ya Shakespeare de (A Comparative Study on The 
Problem o   Mem   and  Othello) compares 
two significant works which have sources in folklore and folk literature in terms of the 

 
Mikail   (Word 

vocabulary and syntax of the Mardin accent of Kurdish. 
s a bibliography of master theses (MA) which are written in the 

    
 -2016) (The Bibliography of the Theses in the 

Departments of Kurdology in Turkey (2011-2016)). 
In his work entitled  Kilisesi: Erken   Bir  (The 
Church of the East: A Survey in the Context of Its Early Centuries), Zafer Duygu 
describes main aspects of East (Assyrian) Church in terms of early centuries. 
In his article, titled Anlamak  ( Understanding  the Differences), 

diversity 
in Anatolia and Mesopotamia in general, and Mardin and Tur Abdin region in 
particular. 
In the work entitled   - -  (Glimpse 
into Sheikh Ahmad bin Sheikh -Tenahur  
Remdan Mehemed deals with Sheikh Ahmad and his book entitled Illet Al-Tenahur 
whose many poems were also composed by Syrian Kurdish musician Mihemed  

 work entitled 
La grammaire historique du kurde which deals with historical grammar of Kurdish 

are also reviews of two books of lecturers of our institute.  
Finally, we hope that the excitement that has been created by The Journal of 
Mesopotamian Studies, which is a collective product prepared by the contributions of 
all the staff of our Institute, will continue in the coming period and we want to specify 
once again that we are open to all kinds of suggestions and criticisms of the academia 
and that we would be pleased if they share their criticisms and suggestions with us. 
Hope to see you in the coming issue. 

 
Editor 


